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Wallcovering Collection

ARTEC WALLS provides digitally printed wallcoverings that are completely made to order to 
satisfy your individual needs. Whether you want to add ambience or make a bold statement, 
our digital wallpaper is certainly the solution providing you with desirable visual sensation 
and enjoyment at the comfort of your space. Choose from our stunning array of wallpaper 
collection, customise the layout and colourway to suit your taste in getting the perfect 
feature wall that is uniquely yours.

PRODUCT FEATURES

•	 Customisable Sizes
 wallpaper can be made to measure

•	 Made to Order Images
 image can be custom designed and coloured to the desired effect

•	 Superb Printing Quality
  images are sharp and clear, with exceptional consistency in colour vibrancy

•	 Easy Maintenance
 images are printed on durable, cleanable and fire rated wallpaper
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TECHNICAL PROPERTIES

Description Commercial grade printable vinyl wallcovering

Composition White vinyl face with laminated textile scrim backing

Roll Size Width: 52/54” (132/137cm)

 Length: 9 yard (8.2m)

Thickness 0.013 inch

Weight 14/15 oz (317-339gr/m2)

Breaking Strength (Avg) 66x51

Tear Strength (Avg)  85x60

Surface Finish Vy-clear acrylic water based protective glazing

Adhesive Water-based, formaldehyde-free

Installation Standard commercial wall covering pastes, primers and techniques. For indoor 

use in environmentally controlled spaces

Please contact us for detailed test report or certificate.
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CHINOISERIE

Chinoiserie is a European decorative style of art that was predominantly fashionable in the 17th and 18th 

centuries. Inspired by the exotic fauna and flora of the East, this collection of wallpaper depicts sumptuous 

design motif such as wild birds, lattices, pagodas and water gardens, making it a vivid and colourful addition 

to any interior setting. 

The Chinoiserie collection comes in a wide array of layouts and an opulent palette of colourways, ranging from 

a restrained and subtle look to more striking combinations.
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Layouts

Colourways

AWCH001 Tropical

CH001

AWCH003 Mono

CH003

AWCH002 Olive

CH002

AWCH004G Dusk

CH004
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LANDSCAPE

Landscape painting uses ink wash and brushstrokes to express towering mountains looming in the background 

over idyllic scenes of trees, hills, stones and water. We have given the wallpaper collection a modern twist, 

brightening it up in bold colours against a backdrop of lustrous gold or silver leaf. They will surely be a stunner 

for any room.
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AWLA001G Charcoal AWLA003G RougeAWLA002G Navy AWLA004G Earth

Colourways
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